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Abstract: High harmonic generation in polycrystalline ZnSe is modeled as an effective
medium. The non-perturbative behavior observed experimentally was recreated, showing
that an effective model captures the underlying physics.
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1. Introduction

Monocrystalline zinc-selenide (ZnSe) is a cubic, non-centrosymmetric crystal with a transmission window rang-
ing from 0.600−20 µm. Due to the lack of inversion symmetry and large transmission window, ZnSe can produce
broadband supercontinuum and high harmonic generation (HHG), including both even and odd harmonics. It is
straightforward to model nonlinear propagation in monocrystalline ZnSe numerically, but simulating polycrys-
talline ZnSe becomes computationally difficult. We show that polycrystalline ZnSe can be treated as an effective
medium, akin to a single crystal model, thus making the problem more manageable.

To model the optical filamentation we use the gUPPEcore simulator implementing the unidirectional pulse
propagation equations (UPPE) [1]. The gUPPE utilizes the nonlinear medium response in polarization and current
density to propagate optical pulses and generate spectra.

2. Effective Model

The motivation for a simplified model stems from the computational complexity involved in proper space- and
time-resolved simulation of a polycrystalline medium with both second and third-order nonlinearities. The rigor-
ous approach would be to resolve a particular realization of random packing of single-crystal grains, simulating
vectorial pulse propagation in each. Multiple runs would be required to account for (or average over) random
orientations of the grains, and a very fine spatial-grid resolution would be necessary to ensure proper convergence.
In the simplified model, both second and third-order nonlinearity are included in the nonlinear polarization. The
third-order nonlinearity is treated as usual with an n2 calculated from a z-scan measurement, with a value of
1.2x10−14 cm2/W [2]. As for the second-order nonlinearity, the χ(2) tensor is reduced to a single parameter, de f f
that describes an effective, “averaged” medium;

P2(t) = r(z)ε0de f f E(t)2, (1)

where the random function r(z) represents passage through different grains of the polycrystalline medium. We
switch r(z) on and off randomly with a correlation length chosen to mimic the grain size. The reported values
for de f f , both measured and calculated, vary widely among sources, from 16 to 132 pm/V, so we chose a value
that would recreate experimental HHG most accurately [3, 4]. The results shown are with de f f = 15 pm/V and a
grain-size correlation length of 70 µm. Other components of the model, including free carrier generation due to
multiphoton/tunneling ionization, carrier-induced defocusing, chromatic dispersion, and wavelength-dependent
linear optical loss were accounted for utilizing only parameters taken from measurements [3, 5].
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Fig. 1. Spectrum measured experimentally showing the seventh through third harmonics generated
from a 40 mm thick polycrystalline ZnSe sample [2].

Fig. 2. Simulation results for harmonic and supercontinuum spectrum generation in ZnSe. a) Spectra
at two different propagation distances in the sample for a pulse with the initial energy of 7.1 µJ.
b) spectra at propagation distance z = 10 mm for a range of pulse energies between 0.8− 7.1 µJ
(4−35.5 MW for a pulse duration of 200 fs) [2].

3. Simulation Results and Insight

The experimentally measured spectrum from the third to the seventh harmonic is shown in Figure 1. The op-
tical filaments were simulated with a central wavelength of 3.8 µm and the other experimental parameters as
inputs. Figure 2 a) shows the simulated spectra with varying sample thickness. By increasing pulse energy, strong
harmonic generation was observed along with supercontinuum generation as depicted in Figure 2 b). The non-
perturbative behavior was captured in the simulations indicating that the model works, at least qualitatively.

There are four key insights from the simulations. First, there are many different “paths” to create each harmonic
order. As an example, the third harmonic receives contribution from both the sum of the fundamental and second
harmonic as well as from third-order nonlinearity. The differing phase relationships lead to a decrease in temporal
coherence, which means it is less likely that energy is fed back to the fundamental. The second mechanism is ran-
dom quasi-phase-matching, captured by the random on/off of the second-order processes, that destroys the phase
relations necessary for energy to flow back to the fundamental. The next mechanism is the group-walkoff between
different spectral components that leads to greatly varying group velocities. This variation causes high-frequency
components to lag behind the main pulse and thus have less opportunity to return energy to the fundamental.
Finally, the contribution of free electron generation is two-fold. First is that spatial and temporal defocusing adds
more randomness, and thus more phase mismatch. Second is the blue-shift caused by the fast increasing electron
density leads to significant spectral broadening, again opening more channels for spectral conversions. We believe
that an effective medium approach can be applied to other polycrystalline materials. In future work, to further
refine the simulation, the grain-boundaries will be considered to test if they play a significant role.
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